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The COVID-19 pandemic is in the 3rd year. Schools

in 23 countries globally still have not fully opened

face-to-face classes and the Philippines is one of

these countries. In February 2022, some schools in

the country resumed face-to-face classes with a

limited number of students. But the Balaybay school

that TFT supports still does not have a plan to

resume face-to-face classes.

Continuing from last year, the school meal program

delivered food packs to all the students since many

families of Balaybay are facing economic challenges.

The first distribution of food packs in this year was

done in February 2022 and 847 students received

food packs.

Teachers at the Balaybay school are

preparing food packs for distribution. Since

students do not come to school, the

teachers don’t know the health condition of

their students. They communicate with

students and parents through social media.

However they all hope to resume face-to-

face classes as soon as possible.

Every week, parents or guardians come to

school to submit their children’s homework

and pick up the next week’s self-study

modules. The submission of homework is a

requirement for the promotion to next grade

or graduation. All parents or guardians come

to pick up modules and not a single student

has dropped out so far.
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of hunger and obesity through a unique "meal-sharing" program. 
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In the corporate cafeteria of Shinnihonseiyaku,

the decision to close the salad bar as a counter-

measure against infectious diseases prompted

these vegetables to be used in other ways,

mainly as part of the TFT menu. One of them is

the bento box lunch, which offers a wide variety

of items including a wide variety of vegetables.

The colorful lunch box is appealing to the eye.

The company is committed to supporting its

employees’ health.

At Nagoya University, students and its CO-OP

collaborated to plan and sell “TFT Manpuku

(=full stomach) Lunch Box”. In addition to

creating menus and having tasting events,

students put effort into promotional activities,

resulting in a total of 1,210 meals sold from

January to March. This is the first collaborative

menu realized in two years through trial and

error while activities in the school cafeteria were

restricted due to the pandemic of COVID-19.

87,519,465

Continued support with food packs


